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Abstract

The modification of the JPL 25-ft space simulator to produce a larger and higher
quality beam evolved a 23-ft-diam, .single-piece, spherical, 50-ft focal length mir-
ror, The thermal control restraints, as well as the optical .specifieations, tract a
major influence oil the final. configuration selected. The mirror structure was care-
fully machined after weld-fabricating. Them the ,structure was electroplated with
nickel, contoured and polished, and, finally, aluminized. The great size of the
mirror required the development of several new fabricating techniques, The use
of these techniques and recommended modifications should be advantageous in
the production of future metal mirrors of this type.
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Fabrication of the 23-ft Collimating Mirror
for the J PL 25-ft Space Simulator

1. Introduction

The -113-ft diann mirror is an optical element of the solar
simulator installed in the modified JPI, 25-ft space simu-
lator (11caf, 1)Y The purpose of this mirror is to reflect th e

light from the optical integrating lens system in a vol-
linnated beam so as to simulate rays of tlne sun,

The performance of the solar simulator is closely tied
to the duality of they collimating mirror. The size of the
collimated hewn is limited by the size of the collimating
mirror. Testing and evaluating large spacecraft with com-
plicated shapes can bast be accomplished if the quality
of sinnulated solar radiation approaches that of the sun
and the beam encloses the entire modal. The design and
fabrication of this mirror was lased on meeting these
goals in a reasonable time at mininnum cost.

11. Design Criteria
The new solar simulator installed in the 25-ft space sim-

ulator was designed to produce an irradiated test volume
15 ft in diameter and 25 ft high, It was determined that the
design would incorporate as much fle=xibility as possible

and have provision for expanding the beam sire to a full
20-ft diam and/or increasing the radiation level. Further,
it was determined that at a nominal irradiance of
1.30 Wft'-, the uniformity should not vary more than

^5 17(i in any plane normal to the optical axis or more
than v4-1.0 /0 anywhere inside the test volume.

It was also decided that the mirror should not radiate
more energy to the toast volume than that radiated by the
LN.rcooled ,valls, It was known that a temperature of
I -10WT during test would satisfactorily limit the radia-
tion from the mirror Bind also inhibit contamination of the
reflecting surface by condensation on the relatively warm
mirror, JPI, determined that the temperature of the mirror
should be capable of being changed 170 O F in 1,5 1 so that

the equilibrium test conditions would be reached in a rea-
sonable time, Another requirement for the mirror was that
it should. be capable of being heated to +200 1F during
the bake-out of the wall shrouds under vacuum, to pre-
vent contamination of the reflecting surface. Temperature-
controlled CAN, was used for heat transfer in the mirror
cooling tribes because of operational requirements of
maintaining a clean environment in the space simulator
in case of failure of the temperature control system,

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1214
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Finally, becau-se of the difficulty in producing a large num-
ber of welded leak-tight joints in the aluminum heat-
exchanger tubing; (10- 11 stcnndard cm-'A lie), the number of
temperature control hells hid to be kept as low as pos-
sible.

III, Design Selection

A. Optical Design

The optical design (I1ef, 2) of the SS1513 system re-
quires a spherical mirror of 3200 radius, The
mirror surface has to be highly reflective and of uniform
slope over the entire surface.

To meet all requirements for uniformity of irradiance
in the test volume, it was necessa ry to determine an d icei-
hated contributions to nonuniformity, The off-axis ar,,gle
of the solar beam, and the position of the virtual source,
with respect to the collimating mirror in the SS15B systorn,
was optimized by selecting the minimum feasible off-a,.is
angle (14 clog) and moving the virtual source 18 in. above
the focus of the mirror (Rcf. 3). It was determined that
these changes would improve the theoretical nonuniform-
ity of the beam, as a result of the spherical aberration
effect, from 2.7 to X2.3%a and would improve the thoo-
retical collimation ors the test plane from 1.50 to l,Og deg.

Data obtained from a precision scale mockup of the
SS15B system showed that the nonuruforrnity varied
linearly with slope (approximately 1:1) for a 2-deg field
angle so that a 1..0-min slope deviation was equal to 1.0%
nonuniformity. It was arbitrarily decided to allow 30 s
for possible slope deviations of a segmented collimating
mirror which would contribute :L-0.5% to the nonuni»
formity, Prior experience with the JPL, 10-ft mirror showed
that, X30 s world be easily obtained with a one-piece
23-ft mirror.

Prior testing of nickel-plated :aluminum samples showed
that durable, highly specular surfaces could be obtained
by vaporizing aluminum on the sample within a vacuum.
The electron beam gun method of heating the aluminum
in a crucible 18 ft from the c,?vter of the mirror was found
to deposit aluminum over the surface of the mirror about
650 A at the edge to 1200 A at the center with a total
reflectance uniformity of better than --x-1. 0 %.

The mixer lenses in a 19-lens array contribute approxi-
mately 1.0% to the total nonuniformity in the test volume

with the distribution of energy produced by the Hanovia
20.KV lamp in the Jl'L elliptical collector assembly.

The total of the aforementioned contributions to non*
uniformity is --+A.8%, leaving a remaining; 4^0.2^e to be
accounted for by gap,, in a segmented mirror or defects,
such as blisters or Fits in the mirror surface. These non«
uniformities were found to be as follows:

Nonuniformities	 I	 Tolerances, fi"4

Spherical aberration -*-1"), 3
Slone deviation

Reflectivity

Mixer distribution t-.1.0
Gaps or defects 0.2

Figures I and 2 show curves describing nonuniformities
resulting from defects and gabs in the mirror surface. If a
tolerance of Q.2%A were to be mlintained, then gaps of

0	 0,5	 1.0	 115	 2.0	 25	 3.0

DIAMETER OF DEFECT d, In.

Fig. 1. Uniformity vs diameter of defect for
1-deg half-angle
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less than 0.05 in, or rotund defects of less than 0.5 in. diam
had to be maintained over the entire mirror surface. This
was believed to be a difficult task to accomplish in making
,I mi , or of such large size. This task also
pointed up one of the difficulties of producing a solar
simulator that has a highly collimated beam. The 2.3-ft
mirror, therefore, had to be produced by using a one-piece
design or a sophisticated design minimizing; the structural
nonhomogeneities and interconnecting gap clearances,

B. Structural Design

A general study was made: of the mirror requirements
and how beast to meet them from a structural standpoint,

The 12004n. raditis of eurvature of the mirror g14* Ne a rise,
of t1w aspherk-al doine of soine 8 in. This rise/span ratio
was so sin,10 that the ir'irror could have been Vollsidcred
w ,I plate,. To snake.' the dcliections stilts thernial de,.
formationti front such a s tructure as uniform its 1'-)ssible,,
the strtictury chosen wm st Mcdeg wvbbccl, geodesie rib
pattern supporting it vontin-uous p late (Fig. 3). It was also
deterniffied that this pattern would by very vifivient from
it weight vs rid iclity standpoint.

In order to ininitnive teirpt'rature differences i ii the mir-
or, using; si cooling coil with t each mirror rill cell, it was

required that a. antuina l .'12°its, section lit' used. This require.
Inent was bsi wA on the concept of each ek'lt consisting of it
triangular platii Yrith tin inscribed circular cooling coil, us-
ing it method suggested by Hickman (11vf. 4). The actual
front face, thickness specification was finally set at 24 1 11 1 "1
in, because of the, difficulty in weld-fabricating s1 plane of
,su(h large size and maintaining the radius of curvature.

An existing computer program developed by Batchelder
and 1^ ada (Ref. 5) was used to study the, weight vs rigidity
and to complete the structural design. Because the rib
pattern, front face thickness, and rib thickness were
determined largely from thermal constraints, the rib height
parameter was varied, and the resulting deflection, point-
slope, and inirror weight were calculated. i' iglu v .l shows
the result of this stticl, -tnd the design point selected: a
maximum 1-g deflection of 0.019 in, with it total mirror
weight, of ?5,000 11). The point-.slope deviation at this point
was 1.0 min maxiinuin from the, desired curvature.

The edge support system was selected to support the
mirror structure in order to ininimize structure distortioi.s
and to make the slope deviations as small and uniform its
possible. By using; a whiffle-tree type of mount, it was
possible to support the mirror structure on 11 points
around the periphery and, ultimately, to permit final in-
stallation in a 3-point, easi ly" adjustable suspension from
the top of the simulator chamber. Ball-jointed bearings
or pins provided low-friction mobility that would allow
the structure to change size, without introducing loads
into the chamber or mirror and thereby Cause, optical.
misalignment, Stainless-steel and aluminum-bronze turn-
buckles were used for low friction adjustment and, posi-
tioning of the mirror. All materials were selected on the
basis of being compatible for ,I  vacuum-cryogenic
environment and were stress-designed for tt .safety Factor
of at least 5. A redundant stainless-steel cable support
structure is provided which also allows for hoisting the
mirror into position inside the chamber.

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1214 3
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Fig. 4. Results of deflection vs weight study

1 7 r,

Fig. 5. Gas heat-exchange tube

C. Thermal Design

iMaintaining the mirror at —100 1 F, while being ir-
radiated by the solar beam, is a relatively easy task com-
pared to the restraint of cooling the mirror from +70°F

to ` J 001E in 1.5 b. Th y' heat removed during; ,steady-state
op('ration should not be greater than

M7 W

	

ql,. __ (i'uA1	 O.S. l . (0.1,) (1.71) ft' (0,0569) It11 u

	

q11	 ,3)5 Btu
Inin

whereas, the heist-removal rate (In to cool the mirror is
About

gl, °= atzcAT _ 25,000 11) (0.2) 1B
ul 

(170)OF \ I )m in

Finally,

9450 13ty
a!`  	 "Jin

The size of the temperature control system is based on
this higher rata, and the blower should be sized to move
this amount of gas (C,F1f). Thus,

9450 Btu
mill	 f f.3

11)	 Btu	 mi.n
(0.356)l:t;,	 lb- "Fz+ (7'S)°r

The blower design selected for this application is suitable
for a case pressure of 100 psig with a temperature range
OIL - X00' to +200'F. The capacity is 1500 Ift' nin at a
4.0-psig head differential allowing approximately 2 psi AP
for the mirror and a 2-psi drop for the rest of the plumbing.

The mirror temperature control. system was chosen to
be a recirculating GN.-. system because 9f the operational
requirement of limiting damage to test components in the
event of a life failure inside the space simulator.

Special gas beat-exchange tubes were fabricated to
allow easy welding to the rear of the mirror face and
to provide a large heat path area through a minimum
distance (Fig, 5) of the weld joint.

The structural layout of the mirror ribs included 54 indi-
vidual cells on the rear surface. Each cell is temperature-
eantrolled by a. single gas tube in order to facilitate the
welding operations and minimize possible lc^ ks at
the manifold-tube connections. The gas tubes were
mounted in each cell so that they would minimize the

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 324274214 5
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Fig. 6. Aluminized Mylar insulation
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Item
No.

Piping
Pressure

drop AP,
psi

1 6-in. to 1.61-in. contraction 0.0175
2 70-in. length of 1.61-in. q5 and two 90-deg bends 0.0363
3 1.61-in, to 1.278-in. contraction 0.0115'
4 17-in. length of 1.278 and one 90-deg bend 0.0324
5 0.875-in. extrusion (heat-exchange tube) 1.010
6 Some as item 4 0.0324
7 1.278-in. to 1.61-in. enlargement 0.0136
8 Some as item 2 0.0363
9 1.610-in. to 6.0-in. enlargement 0.0338

10 6-in. manifolds (inlet and outlet) 0.0468

^o	 w

Total	 APi 2.247
i=x

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1214

y ,Y

5000

4000

`E.
3000

30
LL

2000

0

1000

0
0

Substituting the proper values gives

Q ^^ D 122 t,wa

t
where

Q in ft3/mill

D in ft

t in h

The pressure drop in the tubes for various flow rates
and tube diameters is shown in Table 1 and can be calcu-
lated by using the Darcy .- Weisbach equation;

AP ==	 I.,n
 2g

where

f is an average of 0.013 for the velocities being studied

_ q	 T	
-- 7.50°F

P 52 psia

	

Substituting V'' -W 	, the equation can be rewritten
7r"v"

	

Q	
7r2gAp ) 

"o D., r,	 (2)

where

Q in ft3/s
AP in lb/ft=

D in ft

Table 1. Pressure drops in mirror temperature
control system

4 - --
COOLDOWN TIME, t4A75

psi6CELL	 1.5
PRESSURE
DROP	 1.0 psi

—0. 	 psi
t=1.00

0:1.25

t-1.50

BLOWER
CAPACITY

i
0.4	 018	 1.2	 1.6	 210

COOLING TUBE DIAMETER, in.

Fig. 8. Total flow vs tube diameter

Figure 8 is obtained by plotting Eqs. (1) and (2). The
selected design point is at a tube diameter of 0.875 in. and
a flow rate of 1500 ft-'/min. This point yields a pressure
drop of 1,0 psi and a cooldown time of less than 1.5 h for
maximum rates.

iV. r^aA^i^cltio^ i eenlraitaues

A. Fabricating the Weldment

The following four methods of fabrication were inves-
tigated.

(1) One-piece mirror (weldment or casting)

(2) One-piece mirror n::;,de from six or seven prefabri-
cated pieces,

(3) Seven-piece mirror bolted together to form an as-
sembly, (The mirror to be machined, ground, and
polished as an assembly.) It may be transported,
plated, or aluminiz,: 71 as individual pieces or as an
assembly.

(4) Same as (3), except that the pieces are ground and
polished separately.

7
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18. Any rib member maybe a through member.

17. All double J weld grooves between ribs and disk should have a minimum throat of % in, to allow proper
access for MIG.

16. All dimensions are to be referenced to 68°F.

15. Drilled holes for support and handling to be added.

14. Surface contour must be held to within 0.010 in. relative to a basic spherical radius within the — 0-to -1-6 in.
tolerance range specified.

AEach of the 12 support points must support one-half of the weight of the mirror `!'100 lb. Load cells and in-
struments will be provided by JPL,

12 When machining 100 ft — 0 in.-radius, support assembly on surface -C- at intersection of ribs and rim -- 12
places only, AO

11. After all welding and before final machining assembly, stress relieve for 10 h (minimum) at 440°F -!-10°F,
furnace cool-stress relief must be certified. Or, the mirror may be stress relieved at 650° F -{-15 ° F for 1 h,
furnace cool and certify. Support the mirror on the welding fixture during stress relief. The mirror must be
free to expand independently of the welding,

10. Weldment inspection and approval by JPL cognizant engineer is required before stress relief,

9. Machine front of rib structure and back of disk before welding the rib structure to the disk or the vendor may
machine each rib to a matching radius and weld separately, The gap between the rib and the dish must not
exceed 3/32 in.

` 8. Preheat and interpass temperature of up to 200°F may be used, if necessary.
4

7. Cracked or broken welds, or welds of otherwise poor quality, shall be removed by chipping or grinding, and
shall not be welded over into the final weld or member. Cold starts, weld cracks or crater cracks, or undercuts
shall be chipped out and renaired. Unfilled craters shall be filled. Dye cheek to hp ti G ed fn dafarmin.^ hnies or
cracks in weldment.	 ._ T_ v. •v

ADouble welded U-join ts which have a root opening shall be back-chipped or ground on the under side.

L^ The U-joint on tie front surface of the dish face must be mechanically cleaned before welding machined sur-
faces, clean with acetone, and then clean with rotating SST wire brush (5000 fpm surface speed) — welding
must be done within 6 h after cleaning.

AWeld for minimum porosity on front face of disk-automatic welding. Porosity in disk fabrication seams to be
no greater than Assorted drawing, Section 8, ASME Pressure Vessel Code, for 4-in. weld, Winter 64 Adden-
dum. All holes discovered on disk face after final machining greater than 1/16-in.  diam will be filled after
consulting JPL cognizant engineer.

3. Use 5356 AI Aly filler wire for all welding -- 1/16 to 3/32 diam.

A2All welding is for heat transfer as well as structural and must be 100% continuous welding except for the area
between the ribs and the front face at the intersections of the ribs.

1. All welders must be qualified on ASME Section IX performance or on operator qualification tests with the weld-
ing process to be used.

Fig. 9 (contd)
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Fabrication mt-thexl I could not be used for it casting
prmess becaetse no company could be fottud \% illing to
risk it casting this silt- oil fixt-d-prii-c contract \Icthcxl :3
was droppvd from comidt-ratiotn because of the mirror
crap comtrahit and also the anticipatud problems ill joining
Ow a%seruhlic%. \It-thcxl . 1 \\.is found to have no signifi-
c:ult advantage over :1 becatise the cost of building a
grinding and polishing n ► achiue for metliml :1 \%-its about
the same as the added cost of grinding and polishing
uwt-n G&I-shaped segments individually. Grinding .loll
polishing seven segments individually would have pro-
duced sevcu differcut radii of curvahnre. which would
only acid to the nouun'iformitics of the system.

Fabrication method 2. therefore, appeared to be the
most logical choicc for making the 2,3-ft collimator b\
Wchling to>;cthcr six pie-shaped pieces. After going
through the procurement cycle for the six castings, it was
found that the low bidder coidd not do the work because
of contractual problems. At this point, tilt- cost anti de-
livery of a one-piece weldment became superior to that of
the next lowest bidder on ► ncthod 2.

Fabrication of wrought aluminum plate also provided
several mkmitages over that of joining castings. The welds
on wroug t 't plate are not as porous as that of a welded
casting, which is better for the nickel plating. Also, the

high silicon' contend ;n the :thiminum casting (355A or
3-56A) causes considerabIc pioblcros mvitl ' tilt- Kanigt-n
nickel-plating prex t-ss.

Tilt- fabrication specifications shown in Fig. 9 were
taken from J11, drawhiv 6-93741~3-1. The metal chosen
for the front face :aid rib structure was 5006-1111'2
alun ► intim plate (special mill run because of its thickness)
for ►navy reasons: (1) good strength in the fully annvaled
condition, (2) resistance to corrosion, (3) excellent weld-
ahlity, (4) good lung-torn dimensional stahility, and
(5) compatibility with anticipated nickel-plating tech-
niques. Or'(- of the dismNantages of the 50K6 allo % i, that
the thermal cmiductivity at cryogenic temperatures is
lover than some of' the other alloys.

The fabricating contractor bolted six 3-in. presh,'pcd
plates to it welding fixturt- 'Fig. 10). The welding fixture
Wits machine„ to it raelius. After fitting and bolting
tilt- plates to the fixture, the plates were joined by welding
with it manual inert gas (\1.I.C.) machine through tilt-
fixture hack (Fig. 11). After welding, tilt- backs of the
plates were machined to it JW-ft radius oil 10-ft vertical
boring mill ( Fig. 12).

Tilt- ribs were mac•I ► incd as necessary to fit tilt- pattern
on top of the machined plate section. Five rills were run

Fig. 10. Bolting preshaped plates to welding fixture

10
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Fig. 1 1. Welding front face through surface back

completely across the mirror back and the others were cut
to fit. I'he outer ring was fabricated from three pieces
rolled to a 11-ft, ?-in. radios. Welding of' the ribs to the
back of the front face plates is shown in I" ig. 13.

Prefabricated cooling coils were welded inside each
rib cell, 1)own in Fig. 14, and the excess plate material
was trimmer: ?K the na of tl ► e mirror, and the top of the
outer ring was trimmed off.

Inspection of the mirror weldment, after release from
the welding fixture, revealed that the finished radius of
curvature was 112 ft instead of the specified 100-ft radius.
The contour mapping of the mirror surface, after stress
relief, revealed that the radius was long er in a direction
90 deb to the weld scams. It is believed that the distortion
of the mirror. after removal from the welding fixture, could
have been prevented by using other fabricating tech-
nigrres. To prevent the unequal distortion of the weldment,
the welding fixture could have been made equally stiff
in all directions, rather than in the direction of' the weld
seams onl y. Another factor contributing to the distortion

JPL TECHNICAL DEPORT 32-1214

Fig. 12. Machining by 40-ft vertical boring mill

N%as that the rih structure was not completely fabricated
as an assemhl y and machined to a close radius fit before
welding to the disk, but instead was cut, fitted, and welded
to the disk in sinall pieces.

There was considerable concern at this point on whether
the w eldrnent could be m.whined to the correct IW-ft
radius without regard to the disk thickness specification
of ?' ► :-j-- r i in. because of cutting through to some voids.
Although the drawing specification had specified HO
welds on the disk scams, it was learned that the fabricator
had used double -J weld seams with % in. butt joints.
It was doubtful whether 100% penetrations could have
been obtained with the current and size of welding rod
used for this operation.

To restore the weldment to the correct dimensions, it
was decided to attempt accelerated creep-sagging the
weldment in it stressed condition at elevated temperatures.
Tlrc mirror was placed ill same oven which had been
used earlier for the stress relief after welding (Fib. 15).
This temporary, electric oven was constructed of an 8-in.
reinforced concrete slab with an additional 6-in. circular
slab, the size of the mirror. placed oil of the bottom
slab. A layer of standard firebrick was placed upo, t}1e.
top of the 6-in. slab and a pattern of nichrome heating
elements was arranged uniformly atop the firebrick. The

11



Fig. 13. Welding ribs to back of front face plates
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Fig. 16. Mirror loading scheme (insulation not shown)

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1214 13
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Fig. 14. Cooling coils welded inside each rib cell

mirror %% ,as supported on 12 outer supports and had seven
inner steps arratiged to give uniform support when the

► nirror sagged to 0.75 ill. at the center (Fib;. 16). T)w sides

of insulating I ► oA and the thermal 1 ►1anket top were
1 ► uilt up around the mirror.

The (viiter 10-ft dime of thr- mirror was loaded with
16 tons of dr\ ".uid (in sandhogs) to strr•^, the s t-hinwnt
ill such a roomier as to sad; t1w (vntr-r art-a (Fib;. 17).).
higur► , IS shows the tvinlwrature-;rvvp curves that were
r ►htainr-d from t1w al ► nuiimin manufaotirer's laboratory

=ICI, 

Fig. 15. Unloading mirror for creep-sagging weldm(,nt
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Fig. 17. Sandbars used to stress center of mirror
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Fig. 18. Temperature- creep curves (10-12%) used
for stress operations
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to I ►e wwd for this o1wration. = The mirror temlx•ratu re w.ts

raised to M0 I • ' for '311 h to obtail the O.75-in. center sag.

To observe the sagging pros t „ i hol e %%;ts placed in
Ow side of the• oven to e•hee •k whert the wuldnn e nt vontae•ted
Ili, stop bhwks. Also, a pipe was placed on the front
surface of the • mirror through the• sandbags. A reel with it
scale attached wits pushed through this pipe and c•ontctc•ted
tht• center of the front ,irrfave of the- mirror withow heint;
restricted b^ the s.iltlli.tt;s. Tht , sagging was obst-m-d by

referencing the iwwr rocl height to rexl heights at the outer
edges %% ith it theodolite. as show 1 in Fig. Ifi.

The movement 01 the concrete slab cluriug the heating
Wits so pronouuc•ed that observation of the welehlent to
stop rlearmwe %%a% mireliable. The only rea%omlble rnca-
suretncnts were made by using the theodolite, bitt these
wit , re hampered by the charging heights of the rods during
the 30-h period. When the observed difference in rod
l ights had readwd 0.75 in., the heat %% its tinted off cuter
the weldiiwnt was furnace-c•o0led. The sand a1d the oven
wo re remiwed after the welchnent had r•cx ► led to ambient
tc mperattores

("'1tplt-te 111appilg of the front surface distJost-d that
the 1101 . 101- had sagged (l.fi5 in. ill the center and that flit•
etlrvahi •e was closer to the ideal IW-ft radhis. Whereas
the nutchinilg of the mirror weldment prior to sagg ing
%% oiler h:t% • e produced a front fae•e thickness of 2.25 , 1.0 ill..
the weldment, after sagging, could be c •arefidly macltir► ed
to the• desired tolerance without the risk of cutthig throlgh
to a butt joint void.

B. Initial Figuring of Mirror

The final machining was accomplished with the welcl-
11e1t supported at 12 points aromid the periphery. '1111.
support points consisted of it c•on ► -
bination to ensure th.it each poilt stipport(•d i i^ of the
mirror weight, that is, mirror (30,M) lb) -:- 12,
whie i int-mit that each support bore 2500 (± P l) Ib. This
setup pwvviitecl the weldint • ut from being clogged down
mid mctehirtecl irregularly. I hich ntav have caused the
w( .1 lllertt to spring back out of shape when released from
the %ertical 11111.

( )n the final cut, two events degraded the surface finish.
'I'he ( . 11tting tool broke after cutting the first 8 i1. from the

`f'nmt tch-pliome vonvers,thom with M. Tilled and Ili. lemony of
the Kaiser Ahimintim and Chemical Corp. Aesearc •h Laboratory,
Seattle, Washington.
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► •(lg► •, .411d a new 14x)1 %%; ► % installed and u •t III). This .t-tul ►
prc ►cluced it %light, but r►otict •ablt-, stt-l ► in the mirror
.urfave. This ac •c-ident also l ► n ►cluct-d it rmwh arva a1x ►ut
0010 in. deep ; ► tic( 0.5 in. wide for one r41%olution. Near
the renter of the weldment, the tool follower on th-
vontour vaiii riot out of travel and re(luin ed an additional
tcx)I schip. Again, the tic • %% , whip I ► rt ►t1twed it .rn,11) (0.002-
0.1)1:; in.) step in the mirror umitour.

It %% I-. I ►eht-%e(l, then, that the.I- 11)(41 111.11 k .- vol hI I-4
,,;round out rapidly b% dw optical contractor. but thi. %% I%

not tr) N . the caw. Ako, the surfac •t- finkh and stup% in the

c •ontottr eauad great difficult% iii nu •a.tu iiig the radius of
curvature (luring the fin.11 iliTe(tiow Figure 19 sht)%%s
it portion of the iu.I ►eetion I ► rMt-dury used to avo.-t- ► t the
mirrw wciclment after final machiiiint;. The mirror %% •as
tindoggcd Iroin the turnt.ible of the vertical mill and re-
checked for load 41yualiiatitin. The measurement of (ht-
radius of curvature was ( •omlctct41d by ushig a larl;41 trilnl-
in1•I. I ► r41c • i.iott.it;ltir► g rods, Mid thcodolite.'1 is wuld ► n41nt

a•iu tim%idured ti ► him- mat all of the drlwhig spt • c • ifica-
tions and wa% ready for tramlx ►riation to tf►e optic •ikl mii-
tr ►c •tor for grinchog the initial shape- into the front faev.

There was no mac-hint- available to grind acid polish
the 23-ft mirror Ix-vamw it %%a. (ht- largo-o mirror of ik
kind built 11I ► to this lin ►41. A .I ►41cial mi ►c•hine• therefore,
was coiWrnded to ac •c •ornplish this olx-ration. The mirror
was mooned on the inaehine by a 12- Ix ► ir►t .uslx•ii%ion
w hiffft--tree arruigume11t .o that it s%; ►, uniformly loaded
(11riiig the grin-( and polish olx-ratiow, fFig. 20).

'1114 1 machine had ,%ural feawics built-in that wort-
iwt 41ssary for the plating o1writtion. The rotation sl ►eed of
the table could Ix- raised III) to 5 rvv /min in order to Kermit
Cie plating u ► lutiom to Ix- spread over the inside of the
coneavv surface. In addition, the machine :aid its support
.triwture Wert d41.igned to earn • the weight of the mirror,
I ► lus 1141 weight of the I ► latilig solution, mid to rotate the
mirror dtiriiig plating.

r .^F 0"WMIMI

Fig. 19. Inspection after final machining
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;H 12 POINTS)

A ^^

b SUPPORT POINTS
(EACH SUPPORTS
00,000 1b)

'I•he• first ol ►e • ralimt %%as to figure- the mirror Iront !avv
with it 12-ft ring grinder, as %hown in Fig. 21. Suc c e ^si^ e•I^

	

23-ft MIN"	 .mullur grit sires N11 re p ust-d until the • surfave • was lrre - loar•cl
for plating. Miring this opt-ration it was ol ► se •rv e d that u
1 ►e • tt11 • r c •ontoetr mid surface • finis) tin the • tnuc •hinvd weld-
lilt-lit wmlld have sloe-cde d tilt the . rough grind figuring
lmx•e•ss.

Sue4-JORT	 Wh11•tt t111 • %tutee • N.I% titttforntly shhe •ric •AI mid of th11-
MEM9ERS corr•c•t radius of rum aturr, the mirror surfarr w as in-

slx•rt11•cl ,.,td it thoroetgh c•eontour mahloing wit% ceatdetc • te d
for us11 • litter in r1e •cl:ing tit(- plating thic • kne •ss :till
ttitiformity.

12 SUr'"OR T POIN rS
ON MIRROR

^--25-h MIRROR

10,000 ID

Fig. 20. Grind and polish machine suspension

C. Plating the Mirror

'1'111• rtir•ke• I-l ► i. lml ., olx • ratioq is de •srribcd in detail in it
^I I I,Tedmic •al Report (Ite•f. 61.

lit th, mirror blmik was c1cutrololate • d mt th11•
mirror grind mid I ►olkh machine, using th11 • mirror, itself,
a% the tank mid c •atho otiv. Ni, kc•I :ti.odes werc suslo11 idc•d
into t1,c• sedition ai ►ovot- the mirror fare. The mirror rotation
specd and :titodc positioning enstired  c •cfual curr e nt e111•11.ity
and fair y good imiforntity of t1tic • ko, ss during 1 ► laiing.

Rc •forc : icittl ► ting to ) ► Lanc e th11- mirror, two stttdie•s where

m,ulc • . first, t%%o 12-in. alttroimmi disks wort . c•111•ctif ►lo1ated

.*wur „r►

16

Fig. 21 . Figuring mirror with 1 2-ft ring grinder
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%%ith solution% thought to yield the m ►►.t promising grind
and polish characteristics. Them- samples. were , plated and
then srtbrr.ittud to the • optical contractor for 'use ' T ► cxlx-ri
rne • nti ig with variouw, figuring te •c • hniel ► i- , 'I'Ite results of
this steely made it pussihlc to detcr ► nir► t, the type e ► I nick-cl-
pl, ► tilat soltntiml au ►cl g , inding and polishing tcchnielucs
to Itw.

, and steel y was made • b% plating a 4-ft aluminum
ch.k contoured au ► d n ► . ►► hine •d to the ",clue %pecifications
as tilt, Z341 mirror. lit this stud%, sc %c • rul surface defects
were simulated, such as scratches .' ad plug and epoxy
repairs. so that the effcc •t of these cowlitions could be
anticipate d.

To obtain data ()it spacing and the current don-
sitics, the plating tec • h ► mlucs for the large mirror sc•ere
sc-Acd clo%%n for the 1-It sample. This scaled test provided
informatiot ► ()it expected edg '. buildup and thickness uni-
forntit of the nickel plant for tilt , large mirror. 'I'll( , success
of t'tis test showed that it was featsibic to olcc ;roplate
nic•kc • I onto the 2 :14t collimator to the proper specifications,

Althougl ► the mirror was nickel-plated in it satisfactory
rmttuter, there %%cre scveral areas ill definite i ► n-
provements c •onld be mule, specifically by attention to
detail. procedures and mo rc • • npha ,,i% ()it

The• Boor• ud' csion of tlt, , nickel phtc to the extreme OD
%%&, probably camcd h\ a Imv current densit y during the
copper strike or front r,idual c•hcmicals left in tibe rccess
I ►owcen the polycilly1c ►► c dam ; ► nd the mirror farce daring
the various platting stops.

"it( uni}ormit of deposition could hu g e peon impr^: I
by experin ► cn Rat ion with anode location and current con-
ti .01. Also. the temperatmc of the plating solution was not
rnaintaint,d at optitmun temperature hocuusc the radiative
and ca nvec •ti\c heat losses were greater than the solution
immersion hcaatcrs could compensate for. A greater devel-
opmc•nt effort in plating large•-diameter disks shonlcl pre ► -
ducc results comparable to that achieved kith the 4-ft
..t ► nplc.

D Grinding and Polishing

The 124t ring gi indcr was used iuitiaelly to grind off the

peaks of variation ill nic •kcl plating. «'hell the plating
was grot ► nd to the correct figure with minintunt defects
Which were considered to he c•apathlc of rcinov atl with a

lapping process), the ring grinder \%-its replaced \\ itt ► at

10-ft lapping tool (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22. lapring too:

The 10-ft lap, which had 4 X 4 1-in, cast iron pads
,attached, was used with successively smaller grit sires
until all itnperfec •tions in the nic•kcl platting werc rcrnovcd.
It sf► ould he noted that so ► nc of the tool marks anti im-
perfec•tions, which were thoatght to have hct,rt grmilld
MAI polished out, were plainly visible wbell the lap tool
worked lung enough to produce it specular surface. The
removal of material with the lap was a very slow proc•oss
abet all defects shonlcl havc ])(-(-it out previously
m. grinding. Wht,rt all the surface clefccts wcrc worked
out with the cast iron lap tool, it was replaced with it 3-ft
felt purl tool and it polishing abrasive. Polishing with
the felt late continued until all portions of the mirror ► nct
the grind mid polish optical specifications. Final polishing
inspection showed it radius of 1206 in., it total reflectance
of' the polished nickel of 68 -_^ 1.0^/r and it slope deviation of
10 wavelengths, as n ►t,asured with a 12-in. diam test glass
of the proper curvatrtrc and sodiurn D light. Figure 23
shows the mirror after the polisl lag was conyleted and
the finished mirror ready for shipment to JPL.

After the mirror was hung ill 	 jPL space simulator
chamber, prior to aluminizing, large gray areas ill
mirror surface became evident. It \\ , as determined that

17



Fig. 23. Mirror after final polishing

these areas 11:.ul not been polished sufficiently. It \\, ► .s
found that the instrument used to detect tatal reflectivity
was not accurate nor sensitive enough to quantitativcly
detect these gray areas. It is recommendcd that suitable
inspection techniques he developed to describe these con-
ditions and lac tsed ,o specify mirror surfaces. It is also
recommended that the felt lap pr(wedure be eliminated
a ►► cl ,al polishing; he con ► plctcd with cast iron or pitch
lap blocks to ob!ain it more satisfactory specilar surface.

V. Transportation and Installation

Trauslmrtatioij of the lark, hca% y mirror, \\ lit ( It
 to he a problem earl y in the- proicet, turned out

to be one of the easier phases Mid to be compatible \N ith
existing; tracking; procedures.

A trunnion support, designed into the mirror structure.
allowed the mirror to be lifted and rotated as desired.
This trimnion system was originally incorporated to lift
the mirror into the chaml)er, but it was also very useful
during; all phases of fabrication.

18

A special handling; fixture was designed that adapted
the mirror to it hydraulic.,ll y operated tilt table mounted
on it truck. This fixture supported the mirror and protected
it against strains introduced b y the truck during; transit.
'i'fre tilt table allowed the mirror to ride on the truck it,

MW position, front horizontal to 50 deg; above thc hori-
zontal. The high angl,- -Allowed passage through narrow
places, but most of the moves were made in the position
shown in Fig,. 24.

Wlicn the mirror was moved from the metal fabricator
to the optical shop, it was ►nerely covered \% ith rubberized
canvas to keep out the dirt. Preparation for the shipment
of the mirror from the optical contractor to JP1, was more
involved because the highly polished surface required
more protection.

A fill-mil-thick strippable coating (W-EC-25:35) was
applied to the polished nickel. The mirror surface was
covered with a 10-mil sheet of polyethylene, polystyrene
foam hits to fill the hollow of the mirror, a solW %in. ply-
wond coyer, and it waterproof canvas cover 	 the entire

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1214
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Fig. 25. Mirror arriving at JPL
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Fig. 27. Heliarc welding tube joints

19

Fig. 24. Most commonly used shipping position

assembly. Figure 25 shows the mirror .irriving; at JPL
with its protective covering;.

At the construction site, the rigging; contractor re ► noved
the mirror from the truck and installcd it on a six-column
support structi,rc designed to allcw welding of the pre-
fabricated Winperidim- control mmnifold to thc back of'
the mirror. flee back of the mirror was first cleaned the,r-

oliglik. with detergents and che ►nical solutions to remove
dirt, grease, and the deposits %%Bich had built up over
several months o,i the mirror and temperature control
nibes. After cleaning;, the mirror was covered with a large
'30 X 50-ft air tent. The tent provided an environment
suitable for heliarc welding the im mifold assembly to the
mirror and for helimn le ak testing; the more than 250
separate weld joints (Figs. 26 and 27).

Fig. 26. Air tent
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Fig. 28. Moving mirror onto handling cart

When all welds were certified leak - tight, the air tent
%% • as remo ved uml the mirror was lifted onto a special
handling; cart (Fig. 28) and moved into the building
housing; the .pace sim„lator (Figs. 29). The mirror %%-its
positioned at approximately fill deg; d ► ,rin g the trip into,
the dumber. At tlu• door to the chamber, the mirror wa s
transferred from the cart and crane to the hoisting cables
(Fig. 30). The mirror was then lifted into the correct
position in the top of the chamber, and its whiffle-tree
support and lateral support systems wvw atta bed. Wlheu
the hoisting cables and hardware were removed, it

 n ► irror support system \pits attached to the trun-
nions, and die mirror ss •as optically aligned and positioned.
Final co, ► nectio,is of the temperature control manifolds
were made to the existing; chamber feed-throughs. Finally,
the installed temperature instru,nentatio ► n was hooked tip.
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Fig. 29. Moving mirror into building	 Fig. 30. Mirror on hoisting cables inside chamber
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VI, Aluminizing the Mirror

Aluminizing the 23-ft mirror is discussed in detail in
Ref, 7, The method chosen was to use a single crucible
heated with electron beam guns, rather than 96 double-
tungsten filament heaters. The uniformity requirement
would have made the tungsten filament vacuum deposition
difficult to accomplish, with so many sources.

After the strippable coating was removed from the front
face of the mirror, the polished nickel was cleaned with
a mixture of aluminum oxide, distilled water, and ethylene
glycol. This mixture was allowed to dry and was removed
with dry cotton, The mirror was then cleaned by glow
discluarge in the chamber. The crucible of aluminum was
then brought up to temperature by using they three 12-kW
electron begun guns and exposed to the mirror front face
until the required aluminum thickness was built up,

The vapor deposition occurred at a chamber pressure
of 2.5 X 10 :, tors and continued for a period of 38 s from
the opening to the closing of the shutters, A precalibrated
quartz crystal thickness monitor was used to check the
depth of coating, which varied from 1300 .A in the center

to 650 A at the extreme edge and was symmetrically
uniform, The total reflectance of the aluminized mirror
was tit over the entire mirror surface. Although
this tolerance was higher than anticipated, it was be-
lieved clue to the substrate preparation rather than the
uniformity of deposition. The nonuniformity clue to
the slope deviation and mixer distribution was much
better than anticipated so that the reflectance tolerance
was compensated for,

VII, Conclusions
Large single-piece collimating mirrors of more than

20-ft diam can be fabricated for use in modern, high-
duality solar simulators, The aluminum weldment, when
properly designed and constructed, will be dimensionally
stable and has excellent temperature; control character-
!sties. The mirror reflecting surface can be obtained by
electroplating nickel onto the aluminum substrate and
figuring and polishing it to a highly specular finish.
Vacuum deposition of aluminum on this surface by moans
of a single-source crucible, hc.,;tcd by electron beams, is
capable of producing optimum uniformity of reflectance
over the entire mirror diameter,

M
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